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Fundamental Elements of Drone Management Systems in Air Traffic Planning

Drones or Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAV – Unmanned Aerial Vehicles or UAS – Unmanned Aerial Systems) are vehicles that can fly without the need for a pilot or passengers. Drones can be controlled remotely through radio waves or independently (with a previously determined route). The amount of documented accidents involving the hazardous use of drones has risen significantly due to the increased usage of drones. To perform and increase the use of drones in air traffic management (ATM), especially in smart city planning, a variety of regulations and management procedures will be implemented.

This paper aims to propose management rules or regulations for drones in smart city transportation management and some approaches related to drone management and drone control. To present controlling approaches through the parameters in mathematical modelling for drones, we need a control rule, data gathering from the surroundings (usage of GIS), and a dynamic model of drones, and to present controlling and managing it with the help of a drone-following model based on a dynamic model of drones.
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1. Introduction

Recently, the world’s leading scientists and high-tech pioneers have announced their intention to develop and manufacture a wide range of affordable small controlled from a distance or self-managed flying vehicles known as drones (unmanned aerial vehicles/systems – UAV, UAS, including even small pilotless air vehicles, or air taxis). A variety of UAVs (unmanned aerial vehicles) have been widely exercised in both civil and military services, resulting in excellent utilisation efficiency [1], [2], [3]. Moreover, drones are expected to serve as a vital part of the smart city with several use cases, including transportation [4], medical [5] and agricultural industries[6], in addition to military applications.

In addition to this, a severe obstacle prevents the instantaneous integration of drones into present operations, particularly in smart city designs, where mobility is a crucial consideration [7], [8]. The current air traffic management systems (ATM) are not able to manage the indicated number of UAVs that operate at lower altitudes in the urban region.
between tall and large structures and complex environmental circumstances due to 1. system capacity and limitations; 2. necessary workforce; 3. predicted income and expenses; and 4. required duration of system development [9], [10].

The order to enable drones to operate on a routine schedule is an essential aspect of the air transportation strategy in urban areas. It is also critical to design methodologies that solve these technical problems with a specific legislative framework and establish management systems for securely operating operations, both in the air and on the ground. The identifying method of the mathematical model can be used to synthesise higher-quality control systems in this case. Furthermore, drone-following models defining the one-by-one following process of drones in interflow traffic are required for the examination of the security and safety of drones in air traffic as well as the creation of smart transportation systems.

Finding a mathematical model of a UAV is one of the most important aspects of drone design. It confirms that the mathematical model of the control object recognition method has seen significant development in recent years, which is critical for the development of a high-quality automatic control system for drones. This method allows us to efficiently determine the mathematical model object, whose control is based on data from input and output signals to the controller object.

When the number of drones grows, serious incidents might occur in the airspace, even in relatively harmless scenarios. Whereby it necessitates the development of a drone management system, which is a component of the overall unmanned traffic management system (UTM) that ensures safe, environmentally friendly, efficient and long-term transportation in urban/city regions. These sub-systems work simple; however, they have quick interconnections with air traffic management systems, allowing them to perform tasks such as sharing airspace, detecting and resolving conflict/obstacles, and determining optimal trajectory control. New modes of transportation, such as urban air transportation (drones, air taxis), must now be incorporated into the overall transportation management system and coordinated with other autonomous vehicles.

GIS is also one of the essential parts of the drone management system. The GIS operators or authorities have to notify the drone air traffic management headquarters of scheduled flights and the estimated locations before the flights. The automated centre creates the route for a specific flight in a 3D virtual channel optimised by using a GIS map and creates a slot depending on other people’s trajectories and surrounding information. The procedure should be restarted if the drone passes the available slot. The flight of the drone is completely automated, yet it constantly assesses its location potential for conflict and adjusts its speed to the actual flight circumstances. Drones are tracked through GPS and GIS mapping, using active intelligence surveillance and reference points in the buildings.

Moreover, an essential part of the drone management system is the usage of drone-following models that describe the one-by-one tracking of drones through traffic flows. Drone-following models work by calculating the acceleration of the drone based on the differences in velocities and distances between the drone in consideration and the drone in front of it (SD models). Furthermore, the Markov drone-following is an enhanced technique based on a stochastic diffusion process of speed decisions estimation. When SD models are no longer sufficient, this model is applied. The Markov drone-following model can assess conditions that are only manageable by advanced controllers.
The focus of this research is to propose methods for identifying parameters in a mathematical model of a drone as a control object, as well as to merge drone management and control systems. To provide a drone management system and their transportation, particularly in smart cities, operational concepts for drone operations in urban areas must be presented, including airspace design, recommended airway construction and critical safety standards. For route planning and information collection of drones usage of GISs, drone-following models are also required to analyse drone traffic safety and develop an intelligent transportation system. The two main drone-following models discussed in this study are the SD models and the Markov drone-following model.

2. Parameters of mathematical model of drones

Theoretically, identifying an unknown drone parameter may be accomplished in two ways: one, by directly calculating the geometry of the drone, and the other, by analysing the flight data. The first technique demands complex mathematical and physical computations with a high processing workload; however, the second technique requires a simple algorithm that produces more precise results than the first technique.

The least-squares error method is an identification method utilised in this research. It is a technique that enables determining the mathematical model of an object with high efficiency, with those of the control based on data from input and output signals to the controlling object (based on a recognition algorithm that is being used to determine a drone). As follows, precisely: The mathematical model simulates, then data is gathered in order to carry out the identification. The identification results are then assessed by comparing the pattern model to various input signals.

Additionally, drones, particularly quadrotors, were developed to be hand-operated, thus distinguishing input and output data using onboard sensors to establish the mathematical model would build a somewhat realistic, more accurate mathematical model using the modelling method. Furthermore, the approach of the least-squares error method is simple to comprehend and implement, and it allows for the computation of variables, resulting in a mathematical model of a controlled element that is generally accurate.

Before applying the mathematical model identification, we must start with building a basic control system, so this can allow the collection of the input and output signals of the system. Then, we can fully carry out the mathematical model identification. The identifying process should be carried out several times in various flight conditions, then perform calibration parameters. The aim of mathematical model identification is to ensure with the impact of noise, different signal types change input signals and the output signals of the recognition models should continuously be aware of the output signals of the model. As a result, the mathematical model can detect and characterise the movements of the drone along with its channels with high precision.
3. Drone management systems

The growing number of drones offers significant issues in aviation, particularly in air traffic control. As a result, different operational characteristics must be developed to protect daily flights in terms of safety and implementation by operators. The suggestion of UAV traffic management systems (UTM) is to assist in the successful completion of the flight and effective control of overall air traffic. A system such as this might be controlled to improve the separation between UAVs and aircraft that have been used on regular flights, as well as traffic flow order in extremely low-level airspace regions. Because of the data it receives, this system operates independently of air traffic management systems (ATMs). Moreover, because drones fly in 3D space, they are affected by strong gusts of wind flow. Isolation from structures and air turbulence is a problem that is more complicated than it is for road vehicles.

Drone management is divided into six categories, each of which is based on a systematic concept:

- non-detected objects: those that do not occur on the surveillance screen;
- detected objects: those that do occur on the surveillance screen, although this is uncertain if they are passive, non-cooperating, or demonstrate non-relevant targets, like birds;
- semi-active or simple cooperative objects: which give the operation centre minimum partial relevant data;
- active or cooperative objects or service providers: those submit data on the objects located in the urban setting; accessible data should also include data on the vehicle type, its identification number, load, current position, intention and the final route;
- connecting vehicles that cooperate and coordinate their motions passively or actively, e.g. flying in order, or utilising conflict prediction, management and solution, based on relevant data being presented;
- contract-based drones with certain preferences that are contract-based and therefore must pay for the service offered.

Management and control of air traffic and the flights for drones or groups of drones are in high demand. Drones could be programmed to follow predetermined paths or corridors. Sensor fusion, fixed trajectory flowing models, centralised dynamic sectorisation, active management, real-time GIS support, preset flight configurations such as flight drone-following models, coordinated manoeuvres, active disaster detection and resolution, and formation flights should all be used to assist and guide the drone operation. Drones flying in city areas are likely to operate at lower heights and between structures in the sky, going to create a lot of turbulence, which is generated in effect separation from constructions by wind (flow). Consequently, particular approaches of automation, such as vehicle following models, are possibly drastically dissimilar and unlikely in vehicle and drone traffic. Thereby, flying across a tight gap is one of the most difficult autonomous drone control challenge. It necessitates the drone passing through the centre with its level aligned with the positioning of the gap, reducing the possibility of a crash. The one-by-one following drone method in “narrow corridors" between the residences without the need for a conventional planning and control piping system is one solution for this issue.
Moreover, one of the fundamental properties of the drone management system is sensor fusion tools which are unmanned systems based on sensor arrays that collect information of themselves and sensors that detect the surroundings. Radar systems and vision cameras are examples of sensors that perceive their environment and detect objects in their range of perception. In addition, these sensors have Lidars, a remote sensing method that provides information about the obstacles around the surrounding of a drone. The sensor system does some signal processing to reduce nuisance alarm, including identification, segmentation, classification, labelling, and, in some cases, simple tracking.

Various research looks into flight planning involving environmental uncertainties, specific aggressive manoeuvres, and flights with low altitude (backstepping route-following control, barometric altimeter monitoring fault diagnosis technique utilising neural feedforward systems, PID). Controller with multi-loop design, infrared camera and beacon systems, path planning, and route following may be improved by feedback linearisation control-oriented algorithms, non-linear guiding regulations, or carrot-chasing geometric algorithms. Drones ought to maintain predetermined paths, routes, or corridors inside the aviation data network. The exact location and mobility of drones can be measured in the surroundings using sensors installed in metropolitan areas.

Another significant factor of the drone management system is the obstacle avoidance method. Drone flights require a collision avoidance system to maintain airspace security, particularly for autonomous drones flying in busy airspace used with other aircraft. The obstacle model is one of the essential components of drone simulation tools. Consider that every other obstacle is represented by a cylinder with a radius \( r_{B,l} \) and a centre \( C_{B,l} \) (Figure 1). The surfaces of cylinders could also be used to provide obstacle avoidance constraints. At the flying altitude, the safe distance \( d_{s,l} \) from the same obstacle \( l \) is evaluated precisely from the cylinder centre toward its surface.

![Figure 1. Representation of the obstacle avoidance method [20]](image)

The landing approach is also one of the most crucial components of the flight since it ensures that the UAV lands safely at the designated position. The phases of a standard landing process...
are as follows: flying against the wind, descending and slowing down. Several elements, however, may affect this process, including wind turbulence, general aerodynamic force, engine traction force and propeller reaction moment. The landing regions are determined and calculated using analytical methods and the solution of the ‘aircraft’s equations of motion. The intended landing orbit is predicted based on the landing zones, enabling the UAV to land precisely at the intended location.

4. GIS applications in UAV

Since the 18th century industrial revolution, urban planning and urbanisation problems have occurred due to the rapid increase in the global population and the concentration of the inhabitants for some locations [11]. For policymakers, this unnatural rapid urbanisation has caused substantial environmental and social problems [12]. Modelling and simulation technologies are critically efficient instruments for delving into the dynamics of urban development and facilitating growth management planning. As a result, monitoring and modelling city expansion is a critical component for avoiding future difficulties [13], [14].

Every city is a complex system. Geographical information systems combine all spatial and non-spatial information in a single system. While providing consistency in the analysis of geographical data, it establishes various connections and relationships between events depending on geographical proximity and ensures that all stakeholders access this data and analysis under a single platform. GIS can integrate spatial data with other data sources. Web scenes provide a realistic perception by showing geographic data and events in three dimensions. All geographic layers can be mapped with three-dimensional symbology, which performs the generation and presentation of GIS maps on the computer.

Urban life requires a high level of understanding and solutions to the challenges faced by the society in that city. It is one of the high-tech application areas where large amounts of data are needed. Big data means that complex urban systems face some challenges; they are large amounts of data with a variety of characteristics that have the ability to make new theories and approaches for investigating interconnections between the social, biophysical and other industrial fields [15], [16], [17], [18].

In GIS, area data are usually represented by mosaicking, and object data by topological vector data. Mosaic, which is formed by the coming together of surrounding cells, is of three types: square cells, hexagonal cells and triangular cells. However, all cells have the same shape and size within themselves. Each cell is assigned a value and these values are related to all other cell values. The tessellation process takes place in many GIS software with different names such as raster or raster map. The size of a single raster cell is called raster resolution. The structure formed by these cells is called a grid.

Drones can follow fixed trajectories or predefined corridors. For this, real-time GIS support is one of the requirements. Thus, active conflict/obstacle detection and problem resolution can be achieved. GIS support can be provided by 3D modelling.

The digital terrain model represents the geographical structure or the real terrain in the area. In other words, it enables the structure of the land to be expressed digitally in all aspects, such as elevation, slope, aspect direction, drainage, etc. In this way, sustainable GIS mapping support can be obtained for integration into transportation systems in smart cities.
High-resolution maps are the cornerstone of evaluating urban footprints by integrating them into global settlement models. In the last ten years, rapid progress has been made in the providence of this spatial information. The following covers a compilation of specific datasets, which has great importance, with GIS-based information in the field of urbanisation:

- **Global Map**: A global map is a collection of mapping software that covers the entire globe and precisely represents the condition of the terrain and the surroundings on a global scale. It was established with the help of National Geospatial Information Authorities (NGIAs) from all around the world. With a minimum surface resolution of 1 km for raster data and a ratio of 1: 1,000,000 for vector data, the Global Map offers eight main map concepts.


- **Gridded Population of the World (GPW)**: The population density of past, current and projected raw population statistics are included in this collection from NASA’s socioeconomic data and processing centre. The purpose of the GPW is to provide a geographically disaggregated population layer that may be used with datasets from sociological, economic and Geoscience departments, as well as satellite data. These data are accessible to research, spatial decision-making and communication on a worldwide scale.

- **World Bank Geodata**: A huge spectrum of World Bank databases, including economic and educational datasets, have been transformed to KML format in this data.

- **Global Management Fields**: These are the database sections of low-level information belonging to administrative fields such as countries and provinces. Version 3.6 was released in 2018, version 4 in December 2021. Researchers can collect geographical information from every nation, which contains 386,735 administrative locations.

- **Armed Conflict Location and Incident Dataset**: Updated constantly, starting from 1997 to the present time, this dataset contains all documented conflict incidences information of 50 developing countries.

- **Global Rural-Urban Mapping Project (GRUMP)**: It is a data set containing information about rural and urban population balances, taken from NASA’s socioeconomic data and application centre.

- **Open Street Map (OSM)**: Worldwide landmarks, infrastructures, roads, streets, ship routes, etc. It is crowdsourced data that contains much important information.

- **Geohive8**: Ordnance Survey Ireland has made Geohive8 available for easy accessibility to ‘public spatial data’, which covers demographic and county data. ‘It is not in GIS data format, but’ it is simple to convert from CSV format [19].

### 5. Drone-following models

The drone-following models stand as a significant part of the drone management system. They are models that calculate the acceleration of the drone based on the velocities and distances between the particular drone and with the drone that is leading. Drone-following models are being designed for the purpose of building speed profiles close to the actual situation, the capacity to produce actual traffic flows, steady awareness of traffic conditions, modelling of traffic situations noticed by varying configurations of drones and control system variables, and the ability to implement them in traffic control systems (Figure 2).
The following formula is the general equation for the drone-following models:

$$\ddot{X}_n(t + T) = \lambda \left[ \frac{\dot{X}_n(t)}{[X_{n-1}(t) - X_n(t)]^q} \right] \left[ \dot{X}_{n-1}(t) - \dot{X}_n(t) \right]$$

Parameter $p$ stands for speed and parameter $q$ stands for distance headway, $[X_{n-1}(t) - X_n(t)]$: relative distance between the two $(n-1)$th and $n$th drones.

If the equation is to be applied in a simulation process, the gap among consecutive recalculations of acceleration, speed and position should be a small proportion of response time. This requires the storage of a large amount of statistical information. Furthermore, the parameter looks likely to be independent of any identifiable controller or drone features.

The formula was developed by putting limits on the controller and the functionality of the drone and then using those constraints to compute a speed limit for the fellow drone. It is considered that the velocity of the pursuing drone is adjusted by a controller in order for the drone to prevent accidents so when the leading drone is suddenly stopped. This model has two following characteristics: The pursuing drone will speed up if the leading drone speeds up as well. And if the speed of the leading drone decreases and since the gap between two drones becomes shorter, the following drone will decelerate as well to keep a steady long distance.

Firstly, the drone-following techniques are effective on the concept of maintaining a safe distance depending on the relative velocity (SD models). As a result of this technique, linear models were developed, in which the controller of the pursuing drone adjusts the accelerator to maintain relative speed with the leading drone. The SD models can be used to simulate traffic conditions in a number of different ways. They do, however, have two limitations: the constants used in the drone models are generally derived from real traffic scenarios and sustaining controller quality, since SD models are having difficulties adjusting for advanced controllers. The Markov chain process is an advanced model which is based on an estimate of the stochastic diffusion process of speed determination. The inputs of the controllers receive the appropriate adjustments in velocity from speed variations and relative distance differences between the drones. This method is more comprehensive than the SD models because the Markov chain process can work with extreme situations.

6. Results

The main findings from the simulation analysis of various drone management system applications are presented in this section.
6.1. Experimental result of the difference between real-desired trajectories

![Figure 3](image)

Blue line – real trajectory/Purple line – requested trajectory [21]

In the simulation, drones flying in an urban environment were controlled using a cloud-based method in research studies, which included the physical, cloud and control aspects. Figure 3 shows the outcome of the experiment. The drone was originally put in a rest position. Once a drone receives a GCS signal, it takes off on a mission to arrive at the waypoints that have been specified. The results reveal that the desired and actual courses mostly coincide with each other. The difference between the two trajectories demonstrates the GPS location since the drone obtains the GPS location data.

6.2. Calculation result of desired orbit landing for a drone

![Figure 4](image)

Required landing course of a drone [21]
Figure 5.
The altitude, vertical velocity and roll angle change when a UAV gave an instruction to land [21]

The ideal landing orbit is calculated based on the landing zones to provide the landing of a drone precisely to the target location. Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate the simulation outcomes for a drone landing in the indicated direction.

6.3. Simulation Result of SD and Markov Models
Figure 6.
*Simulation result of the SD model [8]*

Figure 7.
*Simulation result of the Markov model [8]*
In general, it can be seen, the SD and Markov models are mostly identical. The SD model reacts faster towards changes in patterns of the first drone, however, the dynamics of movement of the preceding drone allow the conditions to stabilise more steadily. The Markov models, on the other hand, consider the factors in the relative distance between the drones. As a result, the leading velocity of the drone increases or decreases more than the velocity of the following drone. This indicates that variations in relative distances between drones are substantially lower than when SD models are used.

The improved Markov model is considered to be more precise in the case of drone movement in significant turbulent air and separated wind flow from infrastructure, and it can be used in areas where positioning problems of GPS have emerged, particularly when making comparisons and collaborations with GPS techniques or ultrasonic sensors, etc.

7. Conclusion

In the future, drones are anticipated to play an important role in almost every field which is essential for humans. For implementing drone usage in the future, drone management systems are needed, and this system should be applied from urban areas to airspace design. Applications of drone control systems need municipalities to embrace large-scale drone operation programs, and drone systems must be secure, reliable, resilient and sustainable. Thus societies can adopt these new devices more smoothly. Some regulations, designs and equations for establishing an environment that is safe and secure for aviation purposes of drone operations quality and stability standards are investigated in this study.

There are three major issues that need to be solved about the management of drones:
• design of flight networks (using GIS systems for data collecting), including a safety net of planned flight paths;
• defining fundamental legal requirements for traffic flow (like separation requirements) and path of the flight (trajectory);
• establishing a number of methods and solutions enabling secure flight conditions (like detection and resolutions of the conflict, group flights, drone-following models, etc.).

In this research paper, assembling drone management systems including the drone flow methodologies with parametric mathematic models has been suggested. To accomplish this purpose, we first offer parameters of the mathematical model of drones, particularly in quadrotors. Afterward, we presented several methods for designing and operating drone management systems, for instance, obstacle avoidance, the desired trajectory following management and the required landing trajectory. To add, we proposed GIS usage for data collection and trajectory planning of the drone operations. Finally, one of the key parts of the drone management system, drone-following models with SD methods and Markov chain process to create safe flying conditions.
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A drónkezelő rendszerek alapvető elemei a légiforgalmi tervezésben

A drónok vagy pilóta nélküli légi rendszerek (UAV – Unmanned Aerial Vehicles vagy UAS – Unmanned Aerial Systems) olyan járművek, amelyek pilóta vagy utasok nélkül is repülhetnek. A drónok távirányíthatók rádióhullámokon keresztül vagy függetlenül (előre meghatározott útvonalon). Jelentősen emelkedett a drónok veszélyes használatával járó dokumentált balesetek száma, a drónok megnövekedett használatának köszönhetően. A drónok légiforgalmi irányításban (ATM), különösen az intelligens várostervezésben betöltött szerepének és használatának növelése érdekében számos szabályozást és irányítási eljárást vezetnek be. Ennek a cikknek az a célja, hogy javaslatot tegyen a drónokra vonatkozó kezelési szabályokra vagy előírásokra az intelligens városi közlekedésirányításban, valamint néhány drónkezeléssel és drónvezérléssel kapcsolatos megközelítésre. A drónok matematikai modellezésében a vezérlési megközelítések paraméterein keresztüli bemutatásához szükségünk van egy vezérlési szabályra, a környezetből való adatgyűjtésre (GIS használata), valamint a drónok dinamikus modelljére, illetve annak vezérlésére és menedzselésére a drón segítségével.
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